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The best way to ensure you receive all 
relevant communication is to sign  
up for our Librarian Alert at  
springernature.com/alert  
or to follow us on  
Twitter via @SN_Dashboard

FACT SHEET ON 
INFORMATION SERVICES 
FROM SPRINGER NATURE
To keep our customers up-to-date with relevant updates,  
developments and news on platforms, products, content and  
data the Library Relations team uses a number of different  
communication channels highlighted below. 
 

Email communication
What Timing Recipients

Springer Nature platform update email Quarterly Registered administrator on  
SpringerLink or the new  
Springer Nature Librarian Portal, 
Librarian Alert subscribers

Database update emails, for example when  
new data is added to springermaterials.com 
or platform changes happen such as to  
springerprotocols.com 

When needed Account contact maintained in our 
CRM system

Journals price list announcement
springernature.com/pricelist

Early July Account contact maintained in  
our CRM system, registered  
administrator on SpringerLink or 
the new Springer Nature Librarian 
Portal, Librarian Alert subscribers

Serials update in addition to the price list
springernature.com/forgetmenot

Sept, Oct, Nov, Feb Account contact maintained in  
our CRM system, registered  
administrator on SpringerLink or 
the new Springer Nature Librarian 
Portal, Librarian Alert subscribers

Metadata newsletter
metadata.springernature.com

Bi-monthly Librarian Alert subscribers,  
registered administrator on  
SpringerLink or the new  
Springer Nature Librarian Portal

Service communication when needed,  
for example when we are changing  
companies names or co-operations on 
digital preservation

When needed Account contact maintained in  
our CRM system, registered  
administrator on SpringerLink or 
the new Springer Nature Librarian 
Portal, Librarian Alert subscribers

In the unfortunate event of incidents,  
such as outages, loss of access to  
Springer Nature platforms

1-1 communication via Springer Nature 
customer service center. Serious  
incidents we communicate directly via 
email (not instant) and instantly via 
social media

Registered administrator on 
SpringerLink or the new  
Springer Nature Librarian Portal

https://www.springernature.com/gp/librarians/alerts
https://twitter.com/sn_dashboard
http://www.springernature.com/pricelist
https://www.springernature.com/gp/librarians/licensing/journals-price-list/serials-update-article
https://adminportal.springernature.com/metadata/books


If you have any further questions, please find the contact of your 
regional sales manager at springernature.com/contactus or 
send an email to libraryrelations@springernature.com

 Follow us on Twitter at @SN_Dashboard
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Twitter
In case of serious incidents we instantly post updates and progress via our Twitter 
account for administrators: @SN_Dashboard. We highly recommend to follow this 
account to stay up-to-date even if email communication is not possible.

springernature.com
More and more we are making use of posting our updates online on the  
springernature.com news and events page.

Data protection
We continuously work on improving our services, especially with regard to data  
protection.  For further information on how we protect and process your personal  
information, please refer to our privacy policy on springernature.com/gp/legal.

Springer Nature communication channels springernature.com

       Instant social media  
communication to administrators  
via @SN_Dashboard

Regular news postings on 
springernature.com

https://www.springernature.com/gp/librarians/contact-us
https://www.springernature.com/gp/librarians/news-events
https://twitter.com/sn_dashboard
https://www.springernature.com/gp/

